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PATCHLIST & STAGEPLOT                                   * = We bring 

 

Instrument Mic / DI Stands FOH Inserts

1 Bassdrum MD 421 Short boom Gate

2 Electronic drum pad DI

  3 Drum OH L Condenser tall boom

4 Drum OH R Condenser tall boom

5 Floortom MD 421 short boom Gate

6 Bass DI Active DI

  7 Guitar Amp SM57 short boom

8/9 Keys Stereo DI

10 Lead vocals Beta 57/SM58 tall boom Compressor

11 Backing vocals Beta 57/SM58 tall boom Compressor

12 (FOH) Space Echo* fx returns*

13 (FOH) Space Echo * fx returns*

... - ... (FOH) iPod Introtape / SFX Jack / XLR
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SHOW LIGHTING & VIDEO 

If your stage has a beamer / screen setup, we might like to use it for video projections during the show. We can connect thru VGA. 
The laptop can be placed anywhere in the room. It would be great if you could let us know in advance whether your beamer and 
screen are available. 

We prefer a moderate lightshow with a warm atmosphere, slow movements. Please support the videos by limited brightness without 
losing the light on the band entirely. 

HOSPITALITY DETAILS 

Travel party : 5 (to be confirmed before the show) 

We’d be grateful if the venue could provide dinner in case the get-in time is before 9 P.M. + lunch if the get-in is before 3 P.M. 
We would like a healthy, fresh, vegetarian dinner for a party of 5. When no in-house dinner is available, we will also be happy with a 
15 euro buy-out per person. 

We prefer to only have vegetarian products, no products that contain palm oil and as little plastic as possible backstage. 
When local tap water is drinkable we don’t need bottled water.  

We would appreciate the following food and beverages in the backstage 
Food: 
- Assorted fresh fruits (preferably avocados, apples, grapes, bananas, kiwis and lemons) 
- Vegetables (carrots or cucumber, cherry tomatoes and olives) 
- Salt and pepper 
- Hummus and/or fresh non factory produced cheese  
- Melba Toast or fresh bread 
- Chips (no artificial flavours, preferable hand cooked or taco chips) 
- Fair trade chocolate (f.e. Tony Chocolonely) or assorted nuts 

We prefer all these things organic if possible 

Drinks: 
‒ beers 
‒ red wine 
‒ white wine 
‒ Several cans of soda (ginger beer/ale, tonic and Coca Cola) 

Regional specialties would be very much appreciated. 

Dressingroom 
5 towels. Wifi acces would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you all for your efforts, we are looking forward to working with you!
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